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I must have done something wrong in my life
For all the pain and thoughts that I can't move on
It must be a curse that no spell can reverse
That's what I thought until another stranger came along

Now here we are
Writing letters to each other
With sweet words
We know we've said and hurt before
But it's you
You made the difference and it's true

In you, I've found the one who would let me be
Like for a bird to fly you set it free
Hold on and watch as I move to your direction

And you got me as soon as our eyes met
Like for the moon to rise the sun sets
Hold on and look at the same direction

You found love
Ooohhh
You found love

I spent my time wondering what I should do
I'd get keep searching and I have been waiting
Now it's a curse that has been reversed
It's not what I thought
You are the stranger that came along

Now here we are
Writing letters to each other
With sweet words
We know we've said and hurt before
But it's you
You made the difference and it's true

In you, I've found the one who would let me be
Like for a bird to fly you set it free
Hold on and watch as I move to your direction
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And you got me as soon as our eyes met
Like for the moon to rise the sun sets
Hold on and look at the same direction

You found love
Ooohhh

And I know now it wasn't me
It's just wasn't meant to be

In you, I've found the one who would let me be
Like for a bird to fly you set it free
Hold on and watch as I move to your direction

And you got me as soon as our eyes met
Like for the moon to rise the sun sets
Hold on and look at the same direction

You found love
Ooohhh
You found love
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